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Political science professor Tom Holyoke said that people are ‘grossly uninformed’ when it comes to the 2012 presidential race and said it will probably be one of least interesting races. In 2008, the possibility of a first black president had students, faculty and staff expressing what candidate
they supported in the Free Speech Area.

Students weigh in on presidential race
By Stephen Keleher
The Collegian
Some may find it hard to escape being
bombarded with media coverage and
campaigning with the upcoming president election. However, even with the
constant exposure, some still don’t care
in choosing the country’s next leader.
Political science professor Tom
Holyoke said that even with so much
infor mation available to students,
many still are “grossly uninformed,
with only vague notions of who maybe
a couple of the Republican candidates
are.”
Holyoke added that because of the
makeup of the candidates from both
parties that the 2012 election might
turn out to be one of the least interesting contests in recent history.
“I expect a low turnout across all age

groups,” Holyoke said.
Students in one of Holyoke’s political science classes were asked about
their involvement and interest in the
race as a group and the response was
minimal, though one student did say
that “it’s been a circus,” referring to
the Republican primaries. She went on
to say that she had been following the
debates since the summer but that the
current Republican candidates were
not appealing to her.
This sentiment was echoed by students manning a booth in front of
the Student Union promoting political awareness and offering students
a chance to take a “Political Opinion
Survey.”
“Nor mally, I would call myself a
Republican, but with the current field
of candidates, I’m more Libertarian
now,” said Fresno State senior Julian

Cale. “I’m a big supporter of Ron Paul.
It’s kind of sad that he’s not getting
more votes right now.”
Paul has attracted more interest
among students and the young nationwide in the Republican race than the
other three candidates. But his lastplace showing in many of the primaries has sidelined him in the run-up to
the Republican Convention.
“I think there’s only one candidate that’s any different. Ron Paul’s
unique,” said senior Mark Serano.
“The rest, the difference between them
is minimal — very minimal.”
Serano believes that there should be
more student concern due to the high
cost of a university education, the level
of student debt and the lack of good
jobs upon graduation.
See POLITICS, Page 3

Conference aims to motivate students
in continuing their higher education
By Thomas Pearson
The Collegian
The student organization ¡Motívate!
Society of Latino Motivators will
host a conference Saturday called,
“¡Motívate! Discover Your Passion for
Success.” The conference is expecting
around 500 people to attend and will be
held at the Satellite Student Union.
The conference’s pur pose is to
inspire young Latinos, bring awareness to the challenges that Latino college students face and to recognize
students who have achieved success in
their majors.
“The message we want students to
take from the conference is that we all
need to work together in order to better our community,” said ¡Motívate!

Amy Wilson / The Collegian

See MOTIVATE, Page 3

Students prepare posters for a video that will be shown for a conference on Saturday. The video
shows students discussing what motivated them to go to college.

Gov. Brown has appointed Dr. Charles
Boyer, dean of Fresno State’s Jordan
College of Agricultural Sciences and
Technology to the California State
Board of Food and Agriculture.
“It’s a privilege to be appointed to
this board because it gives me and
Fresno State a unique opportunity
to connect with all elements of our
state’s most important industry,” said
Boyer. “In addition, my participation
on the board will allow me to represent a higher education perspective as
the board addresses important issues
impacting the future of agriculture.”
Boyer, who is a plant biologist by
training, joined Fresno State in 2006
from Oregon State University, where
he had been a department head and
then associate dean. He received
his master’s and doctoral degrees at
Pennsylvania State University, where
he was a professor before moving to
Oregon State.
Since Boyer came to Fresno State,
the Jordan College has received the
largest donation in university history,
$29.4 million, added to its research
program and undertaken numerous
initiatives to help students and faculty put training to work benefiting
California agriculture. The campus is
home to California State University
systemwide research efforts in irrigation and water development; hands-on,
state-of-the-art viticultural and enology research/training; and the nation’s
first on-campus commercial winery.
Students have a 1,000-acre agricultural laboratory on which to produce
fresh fruit, vegetables, livestock, nuts,
premium wines and dairy products.
Jordan College students learn how to
develop and sell food products ranging
from barbecue sauces to candies and
olive oil to jellies. What food products
the students develop is sold through
the student-run Gibson Farm Market
at Fresno State to the general community.
Joining with Fresno State’s Strategic
Plan for Excellence, the Jordan College
has established programs with global
reach, including ADAPT (Agricultural
Development for Afghanistan Predeployment Training University).
Fresno State is the lead member of a
four-university consortium teaching
relevant agricultural practices to U.S.
government and military personnel
headed to Afghanistan to help people
there master sustainable farming.
There is no compensation for Board
of Food and Agriculture members
and state Senate confirmation is not
required.
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THE REAL WORD OF THE DAY

aggrandize (verb) To make great or greater, as in power,
honor or wealth.
Source: The Lexicon by William F. Buckley Jr.
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The evolution of a bracket US plants
G

rowing up, I considered myself an amateur
Bracketologist.
Every March, I would scrupulously
(some would say anally) go through
the NCAA Tournament bracket, picking what my upset picks were, which
teams would
make the Final
Four and which
team would win
it all.
Though I
played high
school basketball, my dad
coaches basketball — shameless
plug: He won
The Right Tone
The Fresno Bee’s
Tony Petersen
Coach of the
Year award last
year — and I watched college basketball all season long every year, I still
struggled to fill out a good bracket.
Year after year, the same thing:
my first two rounds would be excellent, but then the horse I rode to win
the tournament would be upset in
the Sweet 16, derailing my bracket’s
chances of winning the pool I was in.
(You know, if gambling were legal.)
Thus, every year I had a different
strategy. One year, I had it in my head
that colleges whose names had two
words and the first word started with
a ‘W’ — say, Wisconsin-Milwaukee or
Western Michigan — would do well. I
picked them all. I got lucky with a few

of them, but, needless to say, this strategy did not work out too well.
Another year, I was completely
on the Kevin Durant bandwagon.
In my mind, he could do no wrong.
Unfortunately, for me, he did wrong
when his team, the Texas Longhorns,
lost in the second round.
Mostly, my history of filling out
brackets has ended in abject failure.
When I had enough foresight to pick
the correct champion, I had lost so
many early-round games that it did
not matter. When I was on fire for the
first two rounds, my Final Four teams
would suffer early exits.
So this year, I decided to do something different: I decided to not watch
college basketball all season.
In the past, I would immerse myself
in the college basketball season,
researching each team’s RPI, its record
on neutral courts and its strength of
schedule. This year? None of that! I’m
going with my gut.
It has never steered one wrong
before, right?
The most likely upset each year is
from the fabled 5-12 game. The five
seed is usually a mid-major team that
is at the bottom of the top 25 rankings
or a big-name school that lost a bit of
momentum toward the end of the season. The 12 seed is usually a team that
snuck in to the tournament, normally
because it caught fire toward the end
of the season. It’s a perfect storm.
This year, I’m picking two 5-12
upsets: Harvard over Vanderbilt and

Virginia Commonwealth over Wichita
State. VCU made the Final Four last
year; I’m betting on there being some
magic left. And why Harvard? I heard
some talking head say they could upset
Vandy, so why not?
The one seed most likely to get upset
before the Final Four is Syracuse. Its
starting center was declared ineligible
for the tournament, and if there’s one
thing I know, it is that teams that lose
their starting centers usually struggle.
I see them getting knocked off by
Wisconsin in the Sweet 16.
My Final Four consists of Kentucky,
the one seed in the South Region,
Missouri, the two seed in the West
Region, Ohio State, the two seed in the
East Region, and North Carolina, the
one seed in the Midwest Region, with
Kentucky defeating North Carolina in
the championship game.
I expect this bracket to be thrown
in the shredder by this time next
week. But should my bracket improbably win any pools it is in, my days
of watching college basketball in the
regular season may be over.

still face
risks

Tony Petersen is the opinion editor of
The Collegian. Follow him on Twitter
@tonypetersen4.
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The congregation must be crazy
I

’ve seen it happen numerous
times. I’m taking in some sun,
sitting outside the Madden
Library reading the paper, when a
booming voice makes me look up to see
what’s going on. The booming voice
is coming from a person, often with a
Bible or a cross
in his hand, yelling about God
and the Bible
to everyone in
sight.
The most
recent time I saw
one was Tuesday
afternoon.
Dozens of students gathered
What Hopes
around him. I
Sergio Robles
joined the crowd,
intrigued by
what was drawing so much attention.
Before I continue, let me explain
something. These speakers don’t
bother me — not one bit. There’s a reason the area is called the Free Speech
Area. The name says it all. It is the
students’ comments toward them that
bother me and make me wonder why
they are often rude and discourteous.
So, let me continue. Some students were arguing with this man
on Tuesday, others were laughing at

THE

him, and the rest were basically just
there out of curiosity. I was probably
the only one who was wondering why
the students were ridiculing what
this man was saying when probably
the majority of them are members of
churches where members of the clergy
talk about the same things. Granted,
the man was often saying that students
were going to hell, and that seemed to
be what was catching everyone’s attention, especially those mocking him.
One student asked repeatedly, “Am
I going to hell?” After asking about
10 times, the man took a break from
his speech to quickly tell the student
that, yes, he was going to hell. The student shrugged his shoulders, smugly
accepted the answer, said “f--- you, too”
to the man and left.
This got a few chuckles from several others. Similar things happened
during the 10 minutes I was there.
This heckling, mocking and laughing
occur every time I have seen a speaker
like this on campus. They are always
accused by passers-by of being crazy.
Getting to the “anyway…” part, I
always wonder if students react the
same way when they go to church and
listen to what the priest or pastor says.
Do they heckle them, too? Or when
people gather to pray, do these same
students speak out and ridicule those
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gathering? I’m sure that God, the Bible
and hell are often topics of conversation among people of faith, whatever
faith it may be. Therefore, is anyone
taking part in this crazy as well?
The CIA World Factbook says that
more than three-fourths of the U.S.
population is Christian. The man at
the Free Speech Area on Tuesday must
surely consider himself a Christian.
Now, people often say things like
“Everyone has his or her own interpretation of the Bible,” or “his or her
own relationship with God.” Then why
were students who are presumably
Christian ridiculing this man?
I did not write this because I am on
the man’s side or anyone else’s side. I
understand that everyone has his or
her own interpretation of faith — or
none at all. I just think that the students’ comments towards this man
were somewhat ironic. Call me crazy.
Sergio Robles is a multimedia journalist for The Collegian.
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By Gwen L. Dubois
McClatchy-Tribune

The earthquake and tsunami that
struck Japan one year ago precipitated
the most serious nuclear disaster since
Chernobyl. A worst-case scenario contemplated the voluntary evacuation of
Tokyo, as the Japanese Atomic Energy
Commission feared a meltdown of
the spent fuel pools sitting atop the
reactors more than of the reactors
themselves, according to an aide to
then-prime minister Naoto Kan. Spent
fuel pools, unlike nuclear reactors, are
enclosed in no primary containment
building.
Our nuclear plants are no better
designed than those in Japan. Twentythree are Mark 1 boiling water reactors, identical to Fukushima Daiichi
reactors 1-5. This includes Peach
Bottom, 36 miles from Baltimore in
York County, Pa.; and Vermont Yankee,
notorious for pipes leaking radioactive
tritium, which was relicensed for 20
years on March 10, 2011, over the objection of Vermonters.
Nor are our plants immune from
natural or manmade disasters. Nearly
half of the 104 reactors in the U.S. are
near major fault lines. In August, a 5.8
earthquake 11 miles from Virginia’s
North Anna nuclear power plant,
which is 70 miles from Washington
D.C., rattled nerves in Baltimore and
far beyond. The quake caused twice
the amount of ground movement for
which North Anna was designed. One
backup generator failed. The presence
of a geological fault below the reactors was known and covered up by the
owners and regulators at the time of
construction.
Twenty-seven reactors have not
made adequate provisions for earthquake protection, including Indian
Point, the nuclear reactor within
25 miles of New York City. Fortyseven reactors do not meet Nuclear
Regulatory Commission requirements
for fire prevention. Fort Calhoun in
Nebraska has remained off-line since a
major flood in June. A recent report by
the NRC on nuclear power safety in the
U.S. supposedly redacted a section that
dealt with the precarious state of dams
in this country.
The U.S. has 65,000 metric tons of
nuclear waste, which we leave to our
children in perpetuity. “You don’t
build a house without a toilet” said
Jitsuro Terashima, president of the
Japan Research Institute and a member of a panel advising the Japanese
government. This anniversary is a
good time to rethink how we should
view our energy needs: consume less,
manufacture products that are maximally energy efficient, promote renewables such as wind and solar — and
don’t make more nuclear waste until
we safely dispose of what we have
made.
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MOTIVATE: Club
puts on conference to
lower dropout rate
CONTINUED from page 1

Stephen Keleher / The Collegian

Mark Serano mans a booth across from the Free Speech area that promotes student political awareness.

POLITICS: Are students keeping
up with the presidential race?
CONTINUED from page 1
H e p re d i c t s a b ro ke re d
Republican Convention that
will ultimately produce Mitt
Romney as the nominee, leaving the voter with little choice
between Obama and Romney.
Others at Fresno State reflect
the current struggle between

Rick Santorum and Romney
and the decline of Paul as
a viable candidate. Fresno
State agriculture major Ben
Vanderhoof says he would be
leaning toward Paul, but feels
that his vote would go to waste
in the election on Paul at this
point.
“ R i g h t n ow, I a m l e a n -

ing toward Santorum,”
Vanderhoof said.
A recent study done by The
Center for Infor mation &
Research on Civic Learning
and Engagement (CIRCLE)
on exit polls of the number of
youth voting in the Republican
primaries reveals that Paul
is the favorite with Santorum
a close second and Romney
trailing dead last.
CIRCLE has also run a comparison between the 2008 primary youth vote for Obama up
to this point. Compared to the
amount of youth voting for the
2012 Republican candidates,
Obama had more than double
the youth votes in 2008 than
any of the Republican candidates do in 2012 so far. While
this may change as the nominee is chosen this summer, for
now students are less interested in the Republican field than
they were in Obama in 2008.
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coordinator Lucerito Salgado.
“Students have to be proactive
in their education. Parents
should support, encourage
and motivate their children
to pursue a higher education.
Also the community needs
to provide our students with
internship and mentorship
opportunities so they can be
better prepared when they
graduate from school.”
The keynote speaker for
the conference will be Maria
Marin, a prominent motivational figure in the Latino
community. Marin is also
the author of several motivational books such as “Mujer
Sin Límite” and “Pide más,
Espera más y Obtendrás más.”
Marin also wrote newspaper
columns, made various television appearances and hosted
her own radio program, “El
Show de Maria” on Univision
radio.
“Her attendance provides an
opportunity for attendees to
be motivated and inspired,”
Salgado said. “She is the leading motivational icon among
Latinos. It’s just an honor to
have her here and have her
show her support to our community here in the Central
Valley.”
Cynthia Moreno, a journalist for Vida En El Valle, will be
the master of ceremonies for
the conference and will welcome guests as well as introduce speakers and moderate
the success panel.
The success panel will be a
panel of seven speakers who
will speak individually and as

a group. The panel will hold
a group discussion as well as
answer questions from the
audience.
Salgado said speakers will
talk about a variety of different subjects, “They will speak
about personal stories, obstacles, struggles, successes, the
importance of having mentors, doing internships and
getting involved in school,
as well as the community,”
Salgado said.
Speakers on the success
panel are Maria Marin,
Daniel Castro, who was once
a student of Latino icon
Jaime Escalante; Graciela
Moreno, anchor for ABC 30
Action News; Martin Mares,
Lisa Casarez and former ASI
President Pedro Ramirez.
“We chose to have Pedro
Ramirez speak because he is
a role model for some people,”
Salgado said. “He was able to
become ASI president and it
may show others that they too
could become ASI president.”
The planning for the conference began in August, when
Salgado and co-coordinator
Amy Wilson be gan brainstor ming. After the initial
brainstorming and recruitment for the organization, the
members of ¡Motívate! began
contacting possible speakers for the event and putting
together details.
“It was a long process, but
very rewarding,” Salg ado
said. “We the ¡Motívate! team
believe we are creating a positive impact and setting an
example for others to do something better in our community.”

BRIEF
Fresno State community
service receives federal
recognition
The Corporation for
National and Community
S e r v i c e a n d t h e U. S .
De par tment of Education
have announced that Fresno
State again is on its Higher
Education Community
Service President’s Honor
Roll with Distinction.
“This recognition is another
confirmation that our university continues to be viewed as
one of the premiere colleges
and universities in the nation
with respect to the commitment a campus makes to community service,” said Chris
Fiorentino, director of Fresno
State’s Jan and Bud Richter
Center for Community
Eng agement and ServiceLearning.
Fresno State has lo gged
more than 1 million volun-

teer hours by students, faculty
and staff each of the past two
academic years. University
President John D. Welty challenged the campus to increase
community service to 1 million hours by Fresno State’s
Centennial celebration, but
the target was exceeded in
2009-10 and again the following year.
However, Fiorentino said the
just-announced 2012 distinction stresses “the ‘outcomes’
of our service efforts, not just
‘outputs,’ such as the number
of hours served. Our selection
also means that the impact of
our service is seen as being
extremely strong.”
Provost William Covino said
Fiorentino’s “leadership in
tandem with the president’s
ambitious vision and the generous dedication of our faculty, staff, and students to the
welfare of the region, continue to bring us tremendous recognitions like this.”
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Orange is for MS awareness
By Johnathan Wilbanks
The Collegian
More than 50 trees are decorated with
bright orange ribbons in the center of
campus.
At first glance, they might be mistaken for warning flags at a construction site. In reality, they are a powerful
symbol of the continuing fight against
multiple sclerosis.
Today marks the second day of
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Awareness
Week in Fresno and throughout the
nation, and Fotini Alferis encourages everyone to get involved with the
cause.

I need money. Maybe I
should sell my books...

“We call it the color for a cure,”
Alferis said about the ribbon displays.
She is the development manager at the
National MS Society.
“We have different activities going
on, so it really raises awareness,” she
added.
More than 400,000 people are affected
by MS in the United States and more
than 2.1 million worldwide. Those who
are diagnosed with MS are usually
between the ages of 20 and 50. More
women than men are diagnosed.
Multiple sclerosis is a debilitating
and often unpredictable disease attacking the central nervous system, the
control center of the human body.

The myelin sheath sur rounding
nerve cells becomes sclerotic, interrupting the information flow between
the brain and body.
It is like trying to have a conversation with someone under water. Those
affected may be able to see that person
and notice they are trying to convey a
message, but what they are saying is
muddled by an unfamiliar medium.
“This was something new that I had
never heard of,” said Student Public
Health Association member Hazel
Reyes.
“It was interesting because it’s an
autoimmune disease that stops people
from moving,” Reyes said.
“I think it was like two years ago
in my public health class, Fotini, the
development manager who also has
MS, came in and talked to us about
the disease and that she had it. I never
heard of anyone who had it until I met
her. And then I started volunteering for
her this year.”
As symptoms become more severe,
the disease can interfere with speech,
vision, writing and walking, according
to medicinenet.com. Symptoms range
from numbness and tingling to paralysis.
There is currently no method to predict the progress and severity of the
disease in a specific person. Research
is being conducted to learn more about
the disease and how to fight it.
The National Multiple Sclerosis
Society funds research to help those
with MS and collaborates with other
similar organizations around the
world.
The Society also provides services
and programs to aid those afflicted
by MS, and has donated $40 million in
support of 325 research projects worldwide.
The site www.nationalMSsociety.org

Johnathan Wilbanks / The Collegian

Orange ribbons tied around trees in the center of campus promote Multiple Sclerosis
Awareness Week, March 12-18.

contains additional information on
how to get involved in the search for a
cure.
“It’s a great cause. I’ve learned a lot
by doing my internship there,” said
Fresno State student Ana Hernandez.
“Fotini is a great person and she has
really opened my eyes with what it
actually is. She has MS and I can see
her goal is to actually find a cure, and
I love that.”
Hernandez also loved that Alfieris
is proactive and is taking the time to
engage people in the community and
help those with MS.
“I do think it’s a great cause and
that’s why people should join the movement,” Hernandez said. “That’s why I
was getting involved with putting up
ribbons.”
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The daily crossword

Across
1 Diamond-studded tooth
caps, e.g.
6 “High Voltage” band
10 Valence lead-in
14 Smash over the
infield, say
15 “The Big Sleep” genre
16 Normandy city
17 Arctic digs
18 Refuse to grant, as
access
19 Big hike
20 Standard of
comparison
23 Be a buttinsky
24 Corner opening?
25 Saved to watch later
27 Oldies refrain syllable
28 Do one’s homework, so
to speak
30 Casserole morsel
31 Like some kitchen
cabinets
35 Go (for)
36 __ close to schedule
37 ‘Enry’s ‘ouse
38 Escape
39 Bad check letters
40 Govt. workers
concerned with returns
44 Asian festival
45 Hi-fi spinners: Abbr.
46 Convenient
connections
47 Fighting words
49 WWII USN carrier
50 Common college degs.
53 It includes a vest ...
and what can be found in
each set of circles in the
long answers
57 Nile queen, familiarly
58 PTA part: Abbr.
59 Like a five-star hotel
60 Hide from a trapper
61 Spanish surrealist
62 Big chip maker
63 Not busy
64 WWII British gun
65 “With Reagan”
memoirist
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Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
Los Angeles Times
Tom
32 Yet to be paid
33 Crab variety
34 Pear choice
38 Mil. installations
40 Wrath, in a
classic hymn
41 Checks carefully,
as a contract
42 Backup medium
43 Provisional
48 Put pen to paper
49 Early Soviet
leader
50 Former Montana
copper-mining city
51 Clothing rack
array
52 Vogue
54 Hurdle for a jr.
55 Cruise stopover
56 Trig ratio
57 Cost-of-living stat

Puzzle by Mike Peluso

C
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PUZZLE SOLUTION: http://collegian.csufresno.edu
Copyright 2012. Tribune Media Services, Inc.

Down
1 Goodyear flier
2 Crossbred big cat
3 Parquetry design
4 Modernists, informally
5 “I have had a perfectly
wonderful evening, but this
wasn’t it” speaker
6 Actress MacDowell
7 Either “True Grit” (2010)
director
8 “Correct answer!” sound
9 Formal glassware

10 When Juliet drinks the
potion
11 13th-century globetrotter
12 One whose workplace is
all abuzz
13 Printer’s purchase
21 Printer’s purchase
22 Add a little color to
26 Calendar entries
27 Cello sect.
28 PowerCat soccer cleats,
e.g.
29 In __ of: replacing
31 “Reuben, Reuben” actor

“As an attorney, I’ll be able to
serve others as an advocate, a
legal counselor, a mediator,
and a problem solver.”
Sara Santoyo

BA, Psychology Major

Informational Law Forum
on Thursday, March 15, 2012 from 7-9pm

You’re invited to an

A degree in any major qualifies you to apply to law school. In the first hour we will introduce you to law school, from courses
offered to admission requirements. Then you will have the opportunity to ask questions to a panel of currently enrolled students.

Early Application Deadline: March 31, 2012
More info:

One Degree. A World of Options.
SJCL admitS StudentS of any raCe, CoLor, and nationaL or ethniC origin.

sjcl.edu

559.323.2100

Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
SOLUTION: http://collegian.csufresno.edu
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10 things to know before
filling out your bracket
Hey all of you bracket-loving NCAA Tournament
fanatics. Now that March Madness has started, here
is my prediction for the 2012 NCAA Tournament.
As an amateur bracketologist, I have invested
some time in learning about the teams in this 2012
NCAA Tournament and I have
come up with a few guidelines
for you to follow:
1. This is not the year to invest
in the No. 16 seed. They are 0-108
since the NCAA expanded the
tournament to 64 teams. Just
don’t do it.
2. The No. 8 seed, No. 9 seed
game is always a toss up. You
might as well close your eyes and
click because the ninth-seed only
Jeff
the bracket matchup series
Perlmutter leads
57-51 in tournament history.
3. If you’re looking for a bracket-buster in the first round, go with your gut and
take the No. 12 over No. 5 upset. Keep your eyes on
Harvard and Long Beach State.
4. The No. 14 seed has not made it to a Sweet 16 in
15 years. Sorry, South Dakota State.
5. The seventh-seed has made it to 18 Sweet 16s
and six Elite Eights, but never a Final Four. So don’t
count on St. Mary’s or Gonzaga to make too much
of a run.
6. Every No. 1 seed going to the Final Four has
only happened once, in 2008, so don’t be surprised
when Michigan State loses.
Here are some teams that you can jump on the
bandwagon for, with no shame, and ride into some
big upsets.
7. The New Mexico State Aggies just came off a
dominant showing in the WAC Tournament and
look to bring the fire to the NCAA Tournament
behind Wendell McKines and Tyrone Watson.
Indiana is playing without senior Verdell Jones
III and the Hoosiers seem simply happy to be there
rather than ready to win. The Aggies also lead
nation this year with 1,048 free throws. Free points
lead to wins, and in the NCAA Tournament they’re
most valuable.
8. Long Beach State is another team you can
invest a few picks on. The 49ers are 25-8 this season
and if you do not know who Casper Ware is, you will by the end of this weekend.
With 17.7 points per game and 3.3 assists, this 22-year-old senior is fire from behind
the arc and can lead this No. 12 seed past New Mexico and even Louisville.
9. Harvard. This team has not been in the NCAA tournament since WWII, and
the fifth-seeded Vanderbilt team they are facing is hot, but these Southeastern
Conference champs have had the fourth- and fifth-seed for the past two years and
lost in the first round each time.
10. Cincinnati is coming off a huge showing in the Big East Tournament and
has the chance to make a nice run for the Final Four. The Bearcats beat top-ranked
Syracuse and are matched against a Texas team that has struggled in past years
at the Big Dance. After that, they’ll face a Florida State team that got a generous
third-seed that can be beaten, giving them a chance to face up against Ohio State.
Look for the ‘Cats to make a run to the Elite Eight.
Your Final Four should look similar to some of these picks, but it’s always OK to
go with your gut and pick the bigger and better team.
1. Kentucky (sweeping the South Region)
2. Memphis (beating No. 1-seed Michigan State.)
3. Ohio State (beating Cincinnati and Syracuse)
4. North Carolina (beating No. 2-seed Kansas)
So don’t be that guy who doesn’t do his bracket until the night before and uses
auto-fill. If you put some effort into this year’s bracket, you could come out with
some cash or just get some bragging rights ‘til next March.

NCAA: Mayor calls for Valley support
CONTINUED from page 8
tinue to solidify that we are worthy of
being associated with the elite athletic
programs and universities in the country.”
Programs such as Stanford, Duke,
St. John’s and Purdue may make their
way through the Save Mart Center if
they win their first- and second-round
games.
The Red Wave has been proudly supporting the women’s basketball team at
Fresno State for years and Boeh hopes
it will encourage attendance to the
regional tournament.
“We hope that with the kind of
excitement that has been built around
our women’s basketball program here,
our community has discovered what
women’s basketball really can be and
the quality of that event that translates
to this regional because it really is an
exciting event and quite frankly its one
of the NCAA’s biggest events of the
year,” Boeh said.
Mayor Ashley Swearengin was also
enthusiastic stating that not only is
this event huge for Fresno State, but

the national exposure and business it
will bring to Fresno will also benefit
the local economy.
“We know that the economic benefit to the city of Fresno is great; every
hotel room will likely be filled, or many
of them; restaurants will be packed;
gas stations will have lines of cars
trying to get fueled up,” Swearengin
said. “Many local businesses will be
positively impacted as a result of the
[NCAA] Tournament being here and
it’s a great way for Fresnans to introduce themselves to other regions of the
country as people come and visit here
and perhaps they’ll think about coming back.”
Swearengin hopes the Valley will
come and support the tournament.
“To all of the Fresnans out there and
those in the Central Valley I say, ‘Come
on out, support Fresno State, support
this program, support women’s basketball and let’s make sure that we put our
best foot forward.’”
Tickets for the Women’s NCAA
Tour nament Regional can be purchased at the Save Mart Center box
office or at gobulldogs.com.
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TODAY...

The Fresno State women’s lacrosse team will play New
Hampshire in its home opener at 3 p.m. at Bulldog Stadium.
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2012 WOMEN’S NCAA TOURNAMENT

Bulldogs to play Georgetown in Fresno is a regional host for
first round of NCAA Tournament women’s NCAA Tournament
By Angel Moreno
The Collegian

her third consecutive trip to the Big
Dance with the Bulldogs and said the
team has been playing its best basketThe Fresno State women’s basketball.
ball team will play nationally-ranked
“Our pace that we had against Idaho
Georgetown in the first round the
and then La. Tech — we hadn’t played
NCAA Tournament.
like that all season,” said Moult.
The Bulldogs (28-5) are seeded No.
“Everything was there that we needed,
12 in the Des Moines Regional and
which is why we got the good win.”
will play the No.
After the first
5 Hoyas (22-8),
t’s do or die, so we’ve got to
round of the WAC
Sunday at 9:20 a.m.
Tournament, the
make sure we’re playing our
i n C h ap e l H i l l ,
‘Dogs defeated
best.”
N.C. The game will
Idaho and La. Tech
be broadcast live
— Rosie Moult,
by 25 and 28 points,
on ESPN2.
junior forward
respectively.
Fresno State will
Despite
it
play in its fifth
being the team’s
consecutive NCAA Tournament after
fifth-straight time to the NCAA
punching a ticket to the Big Dance
Tournament, it’s still looking for its
in its 89-61 win over Louisiana Tech
first national tournament win.
in the Western Athletic Conference
“Right now, everyone is playing their
Tournament championship last weekbest basketball,” Moult added. “It’s do
end.
or die. So we’ve got to make sure we’re
Junior Rosie Moult will be making
playing our best.”

“I

By Lauren Albertson
The Collegian

March Madness is here and Fresno
State will be home to one of four
Women’s NCAA Tournament Regional
sites.
On March 24-26, the Save Mar t
Center will host the Sweet 16 and Elite
Eight rounds of the women’s NCAA
Tournament, with the winner advancing to the Final Four.
“I cannot emphasize enough the
importance of this event for this city,
this university and this athletic department,” said Paul Ladwig, associate athletic director of external communications. “The winner of this event goes to
the Final Four. It really and truly does
not get any better than this.”
Fresno State Director of Athletics
Thomas Boeh was excited for the university as well, but acknowledged that
this is an event and something for the

entire community to be proud of.
“We get to show off the community,
the quality of our community and
most importantly, one of the things
that we hope that we show, the quality
of our fan base and the Red Wave when
they come out and support this,” Boeh
said.
Boeh is also excited to showcase some
of the nation’s elite women’s basketball programs right here in Fresno’s
own backyard.
“They told you when you were little
kids you had to be careful who your
friends were because you are who you
hang out with, and the reality is we’re
hanging out with, and hosting in fact,
the nation’s elite,” Boeh said. “That is
very important to Fresno State. That
is very important to our community
and it’s certainly important to our
Athletics Department, that we conSee NCAA, Page 7

